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In the far reaches of Jotunheim, the realm of giants, the very earth trembled from the birthing

pangs of Angrboda. Her cries were fierce, like the sound of the tide crashing against the

towering cliffside. By her side crouched Loki, who for once wasn’t the one giving birth in a

relationship. Such was an unfortunate turn of events, for the moment Angrboda spawned her first

child, the trembling trees and moaning rocks made it clear to all that these awful creatures were

destined to turn the Nine Realms on their heads.

LOKI: Ho! The temperature of this child’s flesh rivals the entirety of Niflheim. If I were any less 

divine, my hands would be blocks of ice.
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Loki was balancing his firstborn in his palms—an infant girl who by all appearances seemed a

normal child. However, the vegetation underfoot froze over simply by its proximity to the babe. 

LOKI: I shall call you Hel, for your beauty conceals your icy heart.

Loki carefully set the infant Hel down on the ground. After another wave of convulsions,

Angrboda released her second child—a wolf pup. Loki caught the infant canine, staring

dumbstruck at its flicking tongue.

LOKI: Um, why did you give birth to a wolf?

Angrboda could not answer, for the contractions of her swollen belly were enough to drown her

expression in unspeakable agony.

LOKI: Oh well, I’ve given birth to worse. I shall call you Fenrir, because we are in a fen, and I 

can’t think of any better name than ‘fen dweller.’

With a shrill scream, Angrboda pushed out her third and final child. However, the emergence of

this monstrosity practically split her frail body in half. It slithered out headfirst, baring its toxic

fangs, an endless length of slippery body following. The serpent continued to stream out of

Angrboda, circumnavigating the entirety of Jotunheim before its head reappeared just behind its

mother, the tail finally clearing Angrboda’s birthing canal. Blinking, Loki stared at the

indomitable creature beyond imagination, Fenrir falling out of his limp hands.

LOKI: How did you even fit inside her womb?

The serpent hissed as Angrboda fell unconscious.

LOKI: You know, now that I get a closer look, you really take after your mother. Anyway, you’re

a giant monster, so I’ll name you Jormungandr.
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So, Loki’s three horrific children were brought into being. At that time, there was no way of

knowing what destiny portended for them. As such, Loki let his partner quietly raise the three

children in Jotunheim, only occasionally visiting to check up on them. However, the birth of

these creatures could not be kept secret for long—naturally, since one of the children was a

serpent large enough to encircle an entire Realm. Upon discovering their existence, Odin

immediately sent for a volva, a woman who could weave prophecies painting fragments of an

inescapable future.

ODIN: Wizened volva, tell me of the fates which lie in store for the three children of Loki: Hel, 

Fenrir, and Jormungandr.

VOLVA: Ah, yes, the threads of destiny intertwine before my mind’s eye, and they weave a 

tapestry most horrifying. For, Jormungandr shall have the strength to rend Midgard in two if left 

unfettered, and his advent will signal the destruction of none other than Thor himself, the 

epitome of supreme manliness. Perhaps even worse shall be the onslaught of Fenrir, for not only 

shall he swallow dear Sol without mercy, but he shall be your undoing, great Odin; such is the 

terrifying strength of that wolf.

ODIN: What of Hel, Loki’s firstborn?

VOLVA: Hel? Oh, her future is undoubtedly the most horrific of them all.

ODIN: How could that be? Worse than the deaths of Thor and myself?

VOLVA: Indeed, for Hel will commit a crime most heinous, one which will crush the hearts of 

all the Aesir in a single stroke.

ODIN: (gravely) What will she do, volva?

VOLVA: Hel is destined…to get the hots for Baldr.
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ODIN: (blinking) Doesn’t everyone have the hots for Baldr?

VOLVA: I’m not finished. Hel, in her dear longing for a taste of Baldr’s succulent extremities…

will keep Baldr to herself until the end of the world.

In that moment, every divinity—male and female alike—let out a devastating cry of irreparable

heartbreak. For, simply the thought of one woman having the delectable Baldr all to herself was

enough to slaughter the joy of any creature possessing even a modicum of sense.

ODIN: I see. That is truly a most chilling omen. Action must be taken. I shall set off to 

Jotunheim at once.

VOLVA: (muttering to herself) Oh, how I wish I were Hel.

With great haste, Odin arrived at the far corners of Jotunheim, where he found Loki playing with

Hel and Fenrir, who had since grown to their respective toddler sizes. Jormungandr loomed in

the backdrop, basking in the sunlight.

ODIN: Loki! I have come to take away your children. Do not resist.

LOKI: Huh?! What sort of shaft is currently lodged in your rearmost orifice, old man?

ODIN: Your children are destined to disrupt the order of all things. Even us gods have no sway 

over fate, but I can at the very least do all in my power to postpone such a future.

LOKI: In that case, why don’t you just kill them?

ODIN: What do you take me for, some brutish neanderthal? I shall not kill a fellow god’s 

children simply because I fear the words of a prophet. Instead, I shall throw them in random 

places and hope for the best, as any sensible man would do.

LOKI: Whatever you say, old man. Luckily for you, my children are monstrosities, so I don’t 

really care what you do with them. Except for Hel! She’s hot.
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ODIN: (flabbergasted) Th-the ground is literally frozen beneath her.

LOKI: Senile in your old age, I see. It’s alright, you’ll understand eventually. Maybe.

ODIN: It seems you quite favour Hel. In respect for a father’s sentiments, I shall give her a 

palace of her own. However, she must remain there until the end of time. Is that acceptable?

LOKI: (sighing) I have a feeling I don’t have much choice in the matter.

ODIN: I’m glad we’ve reached an understanding.

As Loki shrugged ambivalently, Odin took each of the children in hand. First, he tossed the

entirety of Jormungandr into the sea surrounding Midgard with no effort at all, because he’s

Odin. Then, he gently guided Hel to a secluded palace in the depths of Niflheim, for there she

was destined to rule over the dead. Finally, Odin picked up the lively Fenrir, intending to toss

him into the clouds. However, one look at that adorable face convinced Odin to take the wolf

back with him to Asgard.

Thus, were Loki’s children placed on the paths of their respective fates. Hel, indeed, ruled in the

land of the dead, her heart panged by loneliness until the fateful day that Baldr graced her

doorstep. Jormungandr remained unmoving until the beginning of the end, his slumber only

interrupted on sparse occasions when Thor happened to lift him, mistaking him either for a

whale or a cat. Fenrir, however, lived happily in Asgard, growing at an astonishing rate until he

towered over most gods in stature. 

The Aesir quickly began to fear the wolf’s strength, and so they resolved to bind him until the day

of reckoning. They prepared a thick chain called Leyding which none of the gods could easily

break. Bringing the fetter to Fenrir was Odin accompanied only by Tyr, the god who had adopted

the role of a father to Fenrir, and the only god Fenrir fully trusted.
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ODIN: I admit, I’ve not visited Fenrir in a long time. How is the wolf doing?

TYR: He continues to grow. What a fearsome creature he is. To think he came from the spindly 

loins of that trickster.

ODIN: I’m honestly not sure how Loki does it.

WOLF GOAT 1: Baaaaawoof.

Odin and Tyr’s conversation was interrupted by an imposing bark. Frowning, Odin opened the

door from which the sound came, finding what appeared in the darkness to be the hide of a wolf.

ODIN: Fenrir?

WOLF GOAT 2: Indeed, it is I: Fenrir. The most massively terrifying of all creatures in the Nine 

Realms. Tremble in fear before me, Odin, for I shall be your undoing!

WOLF GOAT 1: Baaaaaark baaaaaark.

ODIN: (squinting) A-are those two goats dressed in a wolfskin?

WOLF GOAT 2: Preposterous! Can’t you see that I am a single fearsome wolf? Listen to my 

howl. No mere goat could make such a chilling sound.

WOLF GOAT 1: Baaaaaaawoooooooooooo!

TYR: Ignore them. They’re just a couple of mad goats we’re keeping locked up here.

WOLF GOAT 2: I am not a goat! However, I am indeed mad. In fact, I am enraged that you 

would dare insinuate that I am a goa—

Tyr slammed the cell door shut on the goats, whose impassioned words were dully muffled.

TYR: Fenrir is in the next room over.

The two gods entered Fenrir’s cell, finding the wolf looming many heads over them despite lying

down flat on its belly. It opened a single golden eye upon their entry.
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FENRIR: What do you want?

ODIN: Hello, Fenrir. I hope you’ve been well.

FENRIR: Meh. This room can get a bit stuffy at times.

TYR: Apologies again. We’re almost finished clearing a nice field for you.

FENRIR: It’s fine. The food’s good, at least.

ODIN: In any case, I’ve a proposition for you, Fenrir. See this chain? Those who made it think 

you too weak to shatter its bindings. Care to test your strength?

Fenrir let out a blast of humid hair from his snout.

FENRIR: That puny thing? I’d hardly call that a challenge.

ODIN: Does that mean you accept?

FENRIR: Why not? Sounds mildly amusing, at least.

Smirking, Odin ensnared Fenrir’s massive form in Leyding. However, not a second passed once

the lock was set that Fenrir shattered the chain completely with a single twitch of his leg.

ODIN: Well, well, it seems your boasts of strength were not unfounded.

FENRIR: Ha. Come back when you have a chain worth breaking.

ODIN: Oh, I will. I will.

Odin immediately left Fenrir’s abode, commissioning a far stronger fetter to be constructed. The

result was Dromi, a chain three times with three times the girth and five times the density of its

predecessor. Three months was needed for its construction, after which Odin and Tyr brought the

bindings to Fenrir, who had grown yet larger since last time.

FENRIR: I see you kept your word. Hopefully, these new chains pose a bit more of a challenge.
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ODIN: Simply by looking at them, I’m sure you realize that this fetter is of a different stock 

entirely than the first one.

FENRIR: Very well, bind me. I’ll show you how much stronger I’ve become.

Once Fenrir was chained, he thrashed violently, the fetter demonstrating its fortitude. It seemed

for a while that Fenrir would be unable to break free, but after an incendiary howl and a vicious

contortion of his body, the chain shattered, and Fenrir was free.

TYR: Incredible. He really broke through it.

FENRIR: (panting) I…have done it. Do you dare defy reality to create a stronger chain than that?

Or will you accept the extent of my strength?

ODIN: (laughing nervously) Indeed, your strength is formidable. However, I’m sure that 

someone, somewhere, can make a chain even stronger than you.

FENRIR: I’ll wait until the end of time for you to find such an impossibility.

Wearing a grave expression, Odin left Fenrir to his devices. However, he summoned Skirnir—

Freyr’s loyal messenger—and told him of his plight. Odin instructed Skirnir to travel to the land

of the dwarves in search of their finest craftsman, once capable of constructing a fetter of

impossible strength. It seemed a task that could not be accomplished, but Skirnir complied

regardless, scouring the land of dwarves for an artisan capable of such a task. It took many

months, but Skirnir was eventually guided to a small cave with no discernible landmarks nearby.

There, he was greeted by a dwarf whose white beard was so thorough that it covered his entire

body. He also walked on all-fours for some reason.

DWARVEN GOAT 2: Gooday, good sir. What brings you to my humble shop?
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SKIRNIR: I was told that, of all the dwarves, you would be the only ones capable of constructing

what I need.

DWARVEN GOAT 2: Well, I am indeed a dwarf. Just look at my glorious beard.

SKIRNIR: Yes, I can see that. I never doubted that you were a dwarf.

DWARVEN GOAT 2: Just because I’m quadrupedal doesn’t mean I—wait, you never doubted?

SKIRNIR: Why would I? You seem pretty dwarfy to me.

Tears welled up in the dwarf-who-looked-suspiciously-like-a-goat’s eyes.

DWARVEN GOAT 2: You don’t know how happy I am that you’ve accepted me for who I am? 

What can I make for you, divine sir? Anything at all, and it’ll be free of charge, just for you.

SKIRNIR: Oh, uh, thanks for your generosity. In that case, I need a fetter that’s impossible to 

break, no matter how strong one is.

DWARVEN GOAT 2: Ah, an impossible fetter. Fortunately, you are in the presence of 

impossible dwarves. I daresay this can be done. What do you say, my equally dwarven partner?

DWARVEN GOAT 1: I’m a blaaaaaaaaacksmith.

Deeper in the cave, Skirnir saw another dwarf identical to the first blowing into a furnace,

nurturing throbbing embers.

DWARVEN GOAT 2: Now, divine sir, I’m going to need a few materials. Mind collecting them 

for me?

SKIRNIR: Of course.

DWARVEN GOAT 2: Lovely. I’ll need the sound of a cat’s footfall, the beard of a woman, the 

roots of a mountain, the sinews of a bear, the breath of a fish, and the spittle of a bird.

SKIRNIR: What?! Those are all impossible things?
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DWARVEN GOAT 2: Well, you wanted an impossible fetter, didn’t you?

SKIRNIR: How am I supposed to find such things?

DWARVEN GOAT 2: Don’t worry about it, just get me the raw materials. We can handle the 

rest. After all…

DWARVEN GOAT 1: I’m a blaaaaaaaaacksmith.

DWARVEN GOAT 2: Exactly.

Unconvinced, Skirnir nevertheless travelled across the land, collecting the requested materials.

He returned to the dwarves with a cat, a woman, a small mountain, a bear, a fish, and a bird.

One of these was a lot harder to collect than the rest. Indeed, cats can be feisty creatures.

DWARVEN GOAT 2: Splendid, this will do just fine.

SKIRNIR: I’m sorry, but how exactly do you plan on collecting those impossible materials from 

these things?

DWARVEN GOAT 1: We’re baaaaaaad to the bone.

DWARVEN GOAT 2: Watch and learn.

The dwarf placed the cat on the ground, and it pranced silently. However, the dwarf procured

two strange objects. The first was a small circular implement attached to a tube with two buds

that could go into either ear. The second consisted of a platform with a large horn attached to it.

Atop the platform was a spinning black disc with a needle sitting in its grooves. The dwarf

attached the two objects before extending the first device, placing it right next to the cat’s feet.

Miraculously, once the other dwarf reset the black disc on the platform, the clear sound of

footsteps emanated from the horn.

SKIRNIR: Incredible!
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DWARVEN GOAT 2: I call this process: Recording.

SKIRNIR: What about the beard of a woman?

DWARVEN GOAT 2: Hehe, the face is not the only place to find a beard.

Skirnir forced himself to look away as the dwarf collected a beard from the woman in the only

sensible spot left.

SKIRNIR: There’s still the roots of a mountain.

DWARVEN GOAT 2: And a fine mountain you’ve brought me. I’ll just take a clump of dirt from

beneath it.

SKIRNIR: Huh? How are those roots?

DWARVEN GOAT 2: Roots are simply the foundations from which something grows. They need

not be those of a plant.

SKIRNIR: I get it. These things at first glance seem impossible, but through clever thinking and 

ingenious craftsmanship, they become achievable.

DWARVEN GOAT 2: You learn quickly, young padawan.

SKINRIR: What the heck is a padawan?

DWARVEN GOAT 1: May the force baaaaaaaaaaa with you.

Utterly confused, Skirnir watched as the dwarf proceeded to extracts tendons from the bear’s

thigh, drying them to create a string. Then, the dwarf stuck the mouth of a bottle into the fish’s

lips, squeezing the fish to extract the air trapped inside of it. Finally, the dwarf grilled a

scrumptious steak and held it in front of the bird, causing it to drool. With all the necessary

materials collected, the dwarves began crafting their unbreakable fetter. The result was a silky

strand of fabric, which they called Gleipnir.
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SKIRNIR: Um…this is supposed to be unbreakable?

DWARVEN GOAT 2: Do not underestimate the power of a woman’s beard.

Skirnir shuddered at the intrusive mental image.

SKIRNIR: I suppose I’ll hold you to your word. Thank you for constructing this.

DWARVEN GOAT 2: It was our pleasure to serve such a gentleman as yourself. Fare thee well.

DWARVEN GOAT 1: Goatbaaaaaaaaaaye.

As Skirnir left the land of dwarves with Gleipnir in hand, it only then occurred to him that those

two master craftsmen could perhaps have been goats.

Upon returning to Asgard, Skirnir handed the fetter to Odin, who was sceptical but willing to

make the gamble. Accompanied by Tyr, Odin visited Fenrir once more, marvelling at the wolf’s

overwhelming physique.

ODIN: Fenrir, I have finally come with your greatest challenge yet. See if you can break through 

these latest bindings.

FENRIR: (snorting) Are you joking? This is a strip of fabric. How will this be a challenge?

ODIN: Perhaps it isn’t. Still, if you are too scared to try shattering such a flimsy construction, 

then we gods surely have nothing to fear from you.

FENRIR: I smell vile trickery afoot. What do I stand to gain from shattering such a measly fetter,

if indeed it is as it appears? However, if there is some magic laced within its threads, it shall be 

my undoing.

Indeed, there was great magic to be found in a woman’s beard.

ODIN: You may smell trickery, but I smell cowardice. Will you really balk from this challenge?
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FENRIR: Fine, old man. I’ll humour you. However, I want one of you gods to place a hand in 

my mouth, as a sign of good faith that there is no trickery in this strand of cloth.

Without hesitation, Tyr extended his hand, letting Fenrir’s vicious teeth rest lightly atop the flesh.

How fitting that the hand which fed Fenrir would be the one to volunteer. With this, Fenrir

allowed Odin to wrap Gleipnir around his legs. At once, he thrashed with even more might than

his previous attempt, but the fetter showed no signs of breaking. It did not take long for Fenrir to

realize that he had been deceived, and a great magic lay withing the bindings threads. In anger,

he bit off Tyr’s hand, which the god knew would happen the moment he first extended his fist. He

winced as godly blood poured out of his stump, but his face was firmly set.

Thus, Fenrir’s indomitable strength was bound, and he would remain ensnared until the final day

of reckoning.

THE END
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